
 

Chat: Changes for the 2014 Gold Medal Award Program 
 
1:52  Brenda Beales:  

Welcome! Today's chat will begin momentarily, please stand by...
  

1:58  Art Anselene:  
Good afternoon and welcome to our web chat today for the 2014 Gold Medal Awards program. I am Art 
Anselene, chairman of the Gold Medal Committee of AAPRA and I will be joined today by Ellen O’ 
Sullivan our past chair and committee member to provide answers to your questions today. Beverlee 
Carlisle of our NRPA staff will be serving as our moderator and I would also like to thank Brenda Beales 
from NRPA and Sue Black our Chief Judge for their support of this web chat. We thank you for your 
interest in the 2014 Gold Medal Awards Program and the opportunity to recognize our outstanding parks 
and recreation agencies across the country. 
 
 
  

1:59  Ellen OSullivan:  
Welcome to the Gold Medal web chat session. I am Dr. Ellen O'Sullivan, past chair of the Gold Medal 
Academy committee. Along with Art and the NRPA staff we look forward to responding to your questions.
  

2:00  Art Anselene:  
How many of you have previously applied for the Gold Medal Award
  

2:00  Comment From Jeff Fougerousse
We have on four occassions 
  

2:01  Comment From Darin Krueger & Ashley Krasicki 
first time for us 
  

2:01  Comment From City of Kettering  
We have applied previously and been a finalist.
  



2:01  Comment From Guest  
We have, Champaign Park District
  

2:01  Comment From Guest  
Oak Brook Park District has
  

2:01  Comment From Guest  
Hello, I am Maryann with the City of Ormond Beach, FL and we have applied before
  

2:01  Comment From Roger S. - Lawrence KS 
I have in the past, but not last year. 
  

2:01  Comment From Michael Kalvort 
Virginia Beach has a few years ago.
  

2:01  Comment From City of Kettering  
Good afternoon from the City of Kettering.
  

2:01  Comment From Guest  
Lafayette CO has applied before
  

2:01  Comment From Guest  
Raleigh, NC has applied before.
  

2:01  Comment From Craig Hoeppner 
West Bend, WI has twice 
  



2:01  Ellen OSullivan:  
That's great! We welcome both returning and new applicants.
  

2:01  Comment From Guest  
Good afternoon from Wheaton Park District (IL)
  

2:03  Comment From Darin Budak  
Good morning from Bakersfield CA
  

2:04  Comment From Leslie Clark  
City of Mesa, AZ - we have applied several times in the past.
  

2:04  Comment From Guest  
Raleigh has applied several times
  

2:04  Comment From Erika Young  
Hi. I'm from St. Charles Park District in Illinois. We have applied several times over the years. What is the 
best way to get our data in the PRORAGIS for the statistical data? 
  

2:05  Ellen OSullivan:  
Someone was wondering about the best way to enter PRORAGIS data? Most people indicate that it is 
harder to gather the data then enter. You may want to go online first to gather the data and you can run a 
pdf of PRORAGIS before answering anything. 
  

2:06  Comment From Guest  
Looking at the judging critical and the official entry form, the word counts do not seem to match. This 
could be my mistake but I just want to make sure. 
  



2:06  Ellen OSullivan:  
Is there a particular question you have a concern with? We would be eager to correct.
  

2:07  Comment From Roger S. - Lawrence KS  
Our last Master Plan was done in 2000. We have tried to secure funding for several years to update our plan
but haven't been given the okay to do a new study. In 2007, we had a joint study done by the City, County, 
Chamber of Commerce and school district to see what the needs were in relationship to athletic facilities, so
we do have a little more information that has been used to guide our planning. With that said, is our 
information too outdated and not worth the time to enter? 
  

2:10  Ellen OSullivan:  
The web site links would be looked at after March 24 as they are part of the criteria. The judges will likely 
relook at the web site during the final judging process 
  

2:10  Comment From Guest  
Can we get a clarification on question #5, the use of valuable resources? Would it be possible to get an 
example? 
  

2:10  Comment From City of Kettering  
The application is due on March 24, at what point is the website reviewed? After finalists are announced or 
before? 
  

2:10  Art Anselene:  
The master Plan is just one part of evaluation of how an agency responds top good planning techniques. 
You should also evaluate your accomplishments in the other areas of the applications to determine your 
overall strength of your application. Go for it. 
  

2:12  Ellen OSullivan:  
It is unlikely that any of the judges have a "specific" example in mind for question #5. The intent of the 
question was to make sure that applicants were addressing these resources. 
  



2:12  Comment From City of Kettering  
The official entry form mentions a master plan as well as comprehensive plan in two different questions. 
Can you clarify which plan you are asking to be submitted with our application? 
  

2:16  Ellen OSullivan:  
We changed the wording this year to "comprehensive" plan because last year people were confused with 
various terminologies of plan. Please use the plan that is the most important your agency uses whether you 
call it master, strategic, or comprehensive. 
  

2:16  Comment From Erika Young  
Is the PRORAGIS info on the NRPA website or somewhere else?
  

2:16  Art Anselene:  
Proragis information is on the NRPA website
  

2:16  Comment From Guest  
Q 3 - criteria says 160, applications says 60 words per example.
  

2:18  Brenda Beales:  
Please use the application as your guideline. The counts here are accurate. This question went through some
review and the word count was adjusted on the application, but unfortunately not on the Judges Criteria. 
 
  

2:18  Comment From Darin Budak  
Will the application be judged as a whole by one judge or will each question be judged by separate judges?
  

2:19  Ellen OSullivan:  
Each application in the first round is reviewed individually by each judge. The scores of the judges are then
added together to arrive at finalist agencies. 
  



2:19  Comment From Guest  
For Question 5 - what is the difference between "Public Support" and "Citizen Engagement"?
  

2:22  Art Anselene:  
Public support is the willingness of the community to support the agency. Engagement is more direct 
involvement of residents to determine needs etc with the department. 
  

2:22  Comment From Margie -- Wheaton IL  
Thanks Ellen. Regarding #5. Are you looking for how we address these groups of people or how we utilize 
these groups of people? 
  

2:23  Ellen OSullivan:  
When looking at Question 5, the answer would be both
  

2:23  Comment From Craig Hoeppner  
Can you address how/why you changed the population categories? We are a City of just over 30,000 and 
are now competing with Cities between 50,000 - 75,000. 
  

2:25  Art Anselene:  
The population categories were changed to reflect the breadth of communities and the number of agencies 
in all the categories to provide a balanced competition in all categories. 
  

2:26  Comment From Shannon, Martin County, FL  
When it comes to judging criteria, what is the "bonus" for being an accredited agency?
  

2:27  Ellen OSullivan:  
At this juncture the committee and judges value accreditation but at this point in time the accreditation 
status is used in a tie breaker 
  



2:27  Comment From Guest  
Can you tell us if there are there any specific elements or criteria the judges are looking for when they are 
reviewing our websites? 
  

2:30  Ellen OSullivan:  
The web sites were added due to the popularity of electronic media. The web site demonstrates the validity 
of other aspects cited in your application. The use of information and ways you share information and 
communicate with your public are likely two aspects assessed. Recall that judges are individuals with 
different backgrounds and their interpretation vary. 
  

2:30  Comment From Bismarck Parks and Recreation, Bismarck, ND  
I am loving all these helpful hints. Will we be able to review this chat, or print out the questions and 
answers for future reference? 
  

2:31  Brenda Beales:  
This chat will be available to replay shortly after the event. Please contactbbeales@nrpa.org if you would 
like to receive a transcript of the chat directly. 
 
  

2:31  Comment From Oak Brook Park District 
When does Final Judging take place? 
  

2:32  Art Anselene:  
Applications are reviewed and finalist are notified in mid-May.. Final judging occurs in early July and the 
winners announced at the NRPA conference in Charlotte. 
  

2:33  Comment From Margie -- Wheaton IL  
We know there is a judging criteria page, but wondering if there is any insight to the background of the 
judges or the areas they represent. 
  



2:34  Ellen OSullivan:  
Judges are selected to reflect the geographic makeup of the country and the size of the communities in 
which they have experience. Many of the judges are former recipients. 
  

2:34  Comment From Erika Young  
After the May announcement, what information are the judges seeking to determine the final results?
  

2:38  Art Anselene:  
For the final judging the judges look into greater detail of the application, verification of the information by
follow-up questions and more in-depth review of comp, master plan or strategic plan. The judges will 
verify the information submitted in the written application through a review of the website. The judging 
here is completed in a collective format. 
  

2:38  Comment From Guest  
Are the judges who score and select the finalists the same judges who select the winners? 
  

2:38  Ellen OSullivan:  
The judges who review all applicants are the same individuals who assess the finalist applications
  

2:39  Comment From Guest  
How much time do the judges spend on reviewing the applications? Do they receive them to review and 
then meet as a group to give scores, recommendations, etc? 
  

2:40  Art Anselene:  
The judges may spend up to an hour reviewing each application to determine the finalist and these reviews 
are completed independently.. For the finalist the judges convene for a couple of days to collectively review
the information. 
  

2:40  Comment From Erika Young  
Why does the statistical data span 5 years but the questions reference the past three years?
  



2:42  Comment From Guest  
How many years of PRORAGIS data (especially financial) are required?
  

2:45  Ellen OSullivan:  
The statistical data of five years is required. The five year requirement tracks the progress of an agency and 
the three year span on questions is to determine recent results and innovations. 
  

2:45  Comment From Guest  
How important is it that we provide examples of programs or projects that are replicable by other park 
agencies? 
  

2:46  Ellen OSullivan:  
The question related to replication by others should have "effective innovation" as its primary focus and the
ability to replicate secondary. 
  

2:46  Comment From Oak Brook Park District  
How many judges are involved in this process?
  

2:47  Art Anselene:  
There are five judges in the Gold Medal
  

2:47  Comment From Jeff Fougerousse  
Is there more weight placed on a Master Plan or Strategic Plan?
  

2:48  Ellen OSullivan:  
There is NOT more weight placed upon Master Plan or Strategic Plan. The judges are looking at the plan 
you place the most importance upon 
  



2:48  Comment From Guest  
From the discussion on judges, it sounds like judges review finalist's websites, but in the preliminary 
judging the website is not necessarily reviewed. Is that correct? 
  

2:48  Art Anselene:  
Judges may look at the websites in the review of the applications. That is at the discretion of the indivual 
judges 
  

2:49  Comment From Guest  
Are the 5 judges the same as last year?
  

2:50  Ellen OSullivan:  
Changes to the applications are your choice. You definitely want to include more updated information and 
review the scoring sheet provided this year 
  

2:50  Comment From Oak Brook Park District  
For the questions that are similar to last year's application, do you recommend a complete rewrite or should 
we keep the narrative basically same but with updated information? 
  

2:51  Art Anselene:  
Typically one or two judges may change per year. Judges may serve a five year term.
  

2:51  Comment From Jameel Jones  
Do you offer the opportunity for submitting agencies to sit on the discussions of the applications to get 
direct feedback on how their application was interpreted? This is a real helpful tool for the submitting 
agencies to hear firsthand how it is being percieved. 
  

2:53  Ellen OSullivan:  
We are trying to do just that. If we are successful we will be sharing your score with the average score of 
finalists so you can get a sense of how your agency scored in that area. 
  



2:53  Comment From Guest  
Can you clarify answer to 2:42 regarding if the 5 year data needs to be entered into PRORAGIS?
  

2:54  Art Anselene:  
The agency is required to submit the five year data into Proragis
  

2:54  Comment From Erika Young  
The language (outstanding, innovations, positively, etc.) in many questions is very ambiguous and I 
understand it's the applicant's job to submit answers explaining or supporting their interpretation of that 
language, but can you share some insight on what impresses the judges? 
  

2:57  Ellen OSullivan:  
Many of the applicants have submitted examples as to how their innovations have been "positive" for good 
for their community. The "innovations" have often included approaches that while not widely practiced in 
the field are being used by many of the more outstanding agencies. 
  

2:57  Comment From Julie Vogl from Carol Stream, IL  
We are accredited by our state (Illinois) association, not NRPA. They patterned our state accreditation after 
NRPA. Is that acceptable? 
  

2:57  Art Anselene:  
Accreditaiton is not a requirement for the Gold Medal. The Gold Medal would recognize Illinois 
Accreditation in the same format as the CAPRA. 
  

2:57  Comment From Laura Auteberry  
On average, how many applications do you receive each year?
  

2:59  Art Anselene:  
We encourage everyone to apply. We receive 60-70 applications and the #'s vary in each population 
category. 
  



3:00  Comment From Margie -- Wheaton IL  
Regarding websites demonstrating validity to answers. We have our main park district site and then operate
individual domains for many of our facilities. While there are links off the main site, is it best to submit all 
websites we operate? 
  

3:01  Ellen OSullivan:  
Having the links to your other areas on your main site is just fine.
  

3:02  Art Anselene:  
As we close out this web chat we thank you for your many excellent questions. We look forward to 
receiving your applications. 
 
Best wishes. 
  

Below are additional questions that were received and answered post event. 

Do applicants need to highlight specific items on their website for the judges? 

The applicant may do their web page as they wish – the key is that the web page may validate answers in their 
application, further educate the judge about the agency, and reflect what the agency is communicating and 
sharing with their diverse community. The judges can see firsthand  how the agency is using the web page 
resource. If the highlights are informative to the community, then it would probably be informative to the 
judges as they score the application that tells the agency’s “story” of how they are uniquely serving their 
community. 

If the scores are added together to arrive at the finalist agencies, how is the Gold Medal winner selected? 

The Judges, along with Academy Liaison and NRPA Program Administrator, typically meet in July in-person. 
The Judges review and discuss the finalist in each Class for comparisons. Judges 1st round scoring sheets 
(which each individual judge has ONLY seen their own scores prior to this point), the agencies’ 
comprehensive plan (master plan/strategic plan, or etc.), program brochure and a spread sheet of the 
PRORAGIS statistical data are provided to the Judges. An overhead spread sheet is utilized to force rank the 4 
finalist based on the Round One scores by each judge and to open an in-depth discussion, utilizing the 
resources provided, that leads to selection of the Grand Plaque Winner by the five Judges. The identities of the 
Grand Plaque recipients are not disclosed beyond the five Judges, Academy Liaison and NRPA Program 
Administrator. The recipients are announced live onstage at the General Session of the NRPA Congress and 
Exposition 

 


